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INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING

Report Date: 2074/09/21

Unnati Microfinance Bittiya Sanstha Limited

Recommendation – Apply

SECTOR: RETAIL MICRO CREDIT

Listing Range: Rs. 138 - 415
Issue Details

Introduction of the Company
Unnati Microfinance Bittiya Sanstha Ltd. is a “D” class
financial institution licensed by Nepal Rastra Bank. It
was registered as Public Limited Company on
2070/09/17
and
obtained
certificate
of
commencement of business on 2071/06/13 and began
the formal operation on 2071/07/21.
The registered office of the company is situated at
Siddharthanagar-12, Rupendehi.

Issue Size

165,000

Price per Share

100

Issue Open Date

21/09/2074

Issue Close Date

25/09/2074

Issue to Staff (4%)

6,600

Issue to Mutual Funds (5%)

8,250

Issue to General Public

Area of Operation
The company has license to operate in 10 districts that
includes Rupendehi, Palpa, Pyuthan, Kapilbastu,
Arghakhanchi, Gulmi, Parbat, Baglung, Myagdi and
Mustang.

Issue Manager

150,150
Siddhartha Capital Ltd.

Collection Centres

ASBA Approved BFIs

Min. Application (Kitta)

10

Branch Extension

Max. Application (Kitta)

820

At present the company is operating through 28
branches. It is projected to be increased to 32 branches
in the FY 2074/75. In FY 2075/76, total branch is
projected to be 39 and in FY 2076/77, it is 45 branches.

ICRA Rating

Not Applicable

Note: As per regulation 3 (ka) of Credit Rating Regulation, 2068
the credit rating of this issue is not required since the issue is less
than NPR Three Crores.

Members Details
There are 20,824 members (women) as of Mangshir
end 2074. It is projected to be increased to 29,953 by
the end of FY 2074/75.

Capital Structure (%)
Existing
Authorized

Post issue

11,00,00,000

11,00,00,000

Utilization of IPO Proceeds

Issued

5,50,00,000

5,50,00,000

The IPO proceed is projected to be utilized under
following headings:

Paid Up

3,85,00,000

5,50,00,000



Physical infrastructure and branch extension –




Rs. 8,00,000
Animal husbandry and agricultural loan- Rs.
60,00,000
Retail business & services loan – Rs. 55,00,000
Small & domestic Industries Loan – Rs.
35,00,000
Deposit at Bank and other BFIs – Rs. 7,00,000
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Shareholding Structure (%)
Pubic
Promoter

3,85,000 (100%)

Operational Coverage
Numbers of Authorized Districts
Number of Branches

1,65,000 (30%)
3,85,000 (70%)

10
28
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Key Shareholder (Promoters)

Future Plan and Strategy





Prioritize the branch extensions
Increase deposit and loan amount as required
Increase the number of its members
Offer services and facilities as required by its
members

Board of Directors

Name

Shareholdings

Mrs. Anita Shah

14,300

Mr. Tulsi Ram Khanal

14,300

Mr. Khaka Bahadur Rana

14,299

Mr. Manoj Upadhyaye

12,500

1) Mrs. Anita Shah, Chairman
2) Mr. Khadka Bahadur Rana, Director

Market Average (Microfinance)

3) Mr. Lok Nath Nepal, Director

Sector

Microfinance

4) Mr. Manoj Upadhyaye, Director

Indexes

1924.69 (18th Poush 74)

5) Mr. Tulsi Ram Khanal, Director

Listed Microfinance

33

No previous experiences of involvement in any Microfinance
are stated in Prospectus.

Market Cap (NPR)

103,407,731,887

EPS

17.88

BVPS

173.30

P/E

46.67

P/B

7.14

ROE

10.69%

ROA

1.38%

CAR

13.30%

Cost Of Funds

9.23%

NPL

0.57%

Credit Deposit Ratio

162.58%
7.93 x

Management Team
1) Mr. Prem Bahadur Pathak, CEO
 Over 20 years of experience in Microfinance
sectors
 Involvement in Nirdhan Utthan Bank Ltd. for 16
years at Higher Administrative position
2) Mr. Harihar Gautam, Assistant Manager
 8 years of experiences at administrative position
in Microfinance Companies

Composition of Board of Directors
As per Article 27(2) of the Company, the Board shall
constitute 8 members as follows:
Representing Promoters

5 members

Financial Leverage

Representing Ordinary Shareholders

2 members

Independent Director

1

The above fundamentals are as per First quarter 2074/75.
nd
Market
Cap
is
as
of
18
Poush
2074.
Harmonic Mean is used as average to nullify the effect of
outliers.

The tenure of directors shall be 4 years.
# Article 28 requires the directors representing the
ordinary shareholders to hold at least 100 ordinary
shares of the company.
# Meeting fee of Rs.1,200 for Chairman and Rs.1,000
for directors will be paid for attending Board Meetings.
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Key Fundamentals (FY 73/74)
Paid up Capital
Reserve and Surplus
Book Value Per Share
Earnings Per Share

38,500,000
14,807,000
138.46
44.01
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General Introduction to Balance Sheet Figures
Paid up capital of the company will increase to Rs.55
million after the public issue and project no further
capital increment in next 3 years. Therefore, the
company may not plan to issue the bonus and right
issue. The reserve and surplus of the company is
positive and projected to increase at 69.38% CAGR
ahead, which seems competitively good. Borrowing is
projected to increase at CAGR 13.31% and deposits at
34.55% but CAGR of loan and advances is only 18.31%
which necessitate to be increased for revenue
increment. Similarly, the cash in hand are projected to
grow at 85% which shows the huge opportunity loss.
Balance at the BFIs also requires to be better invested
for higher revenue generation. Total assets of the
company are projected to grow at CAGR 22.41% which
can be considered the slower growth prospect of the
company in the competitive microfinance industry.

Comparison with Industry Figures
 BVPS is comparatively lower than the industry
average of Rs.181.28. However, this ratio is
projected to be higher than the current average.
 Financial leverage of company is significantly
higher than the industry average of 7.2. It shows
higher use of leverage by the company, giving
higher risk attributes. It is projected to be lower
but still could be higher than industry averages.
 The average industry CD Ratio is 302.1% while the
company CD Ratio is projected to be lower. Low
CD Ratio shows lower utilization of funds.
 Deposit growths of the company from the
existing members are projected to fall in the
period ahead. However, the average deposit
amount of the industry is Rs.219.86 million at
present while the projected deposits figure of the
company already exceeds.
 Similarly, the Loan and advance growth have
significantly fallen and projected to be lower than
the deposit growth. The industry average advance
is Rs.868.48 million which is higher than the
company at present and projection made.

Excerpts from Balance Sheet (NRs. In Millions)
Audited

Projected

Particular

72/73

73/74

Paid-Up
capital

30.80

38.50

Reserve/
Surplus

(2.13)

Net
Worth

74/75

75/76

76/77

55

55

55

14.80

32.63

51.42

71.95

28.67

53.30

87.63

106.42 126.95

Borrowing

206.50

468.55

515.41

592.72 681.62

Deposits

44.95

153.40

222.43

311.40

Cash and
Bank Bal.

41.88

96.86

171.74

221.04 239.91

Loans/
Advances

234.77

577.85

664.53

797.44

Total
Assets

323.27

786.93

1014.15

1248.52 1443.53

373.68

956.93

Ratios
Audited

Projected

Particular

72/73

73/74

74/75

75/76

76/77

BVPS

93.06

138.46

159.33

193.49

230.82

Return on
Net worth

7.75%

31.79%

20.34%

17.66%

16.17%

CD Ratio

522.3%

376.1%

298.7%

256.1%

256.1%

Borrowing
Growth

473.6%

126.9%

10%

15%

15%

Advance
Growth

523.9%

146.14
%

15%

20%

20%

Deposit
Growth

1033.72
%

241.25
%

45%

40%

20%

-

-

12.54%

13.62%

13.70%

11.28x

14.76x

11.57x

11.73x

11.37x

Capital Fund
Financial
Leverage

(Harmonic mean is used to measure average. SDESI and
MSLB are excluded. Industry average is as of Q4 2073/74.)
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General Introduction to Income Statement
Company is operating in profits and has projected to
increase at CAGR 6.58% in the projected period.
Interest income is projected to grow at 26.26% while
interest expense grows at 40.8%. This has significantly
costed the profitability of the company and requires
interest management. Operating expense is projected
to increase at CAGR 22.18% but the CAGR of operating
profit is only 8.23%, which necessitate the
minimization of operating expenses. Company
projects to maintain provision on total gross loan at
1% which needs to be adjusted according to the
riskiness of the loan disbursed. The effective tax rate
of the company is 27.27%.

Compare with Industry Figures
 The EPS of the company as on FY 73/74 is higher
than the industry average of Rs. 27.72. The
projected EPS has fallen to Rs.32.40 due to
outstanding shares increment. The EPS shows the
competitive fundamental of the company.
 Similarly, the ROE of the company is higher
compared to industry average of 18.71%, signifying
better returns on shareholders money. However,
ROA is lower than industry of 2.56%, signifying
returns not corresponding to the assets level.
 The ratio of Operating expenses to Net Interest
Income of the company is also higher than the
current industry average of 45.4%. Major profit of
the company is absorbed by operating expenses.
 Interest rate spread of the company is projected to
be maintained at 9%. This is higher compared to
the IRS of SLBBL, MMFDB etc. Higher spread
contributes higher revenues of the company.


Times Interest earned measures the number of
times interest expense is converted to income
and if the company can pay its interest expense
using the profit generated. High ratio is better.
The projected ratio is comparatively lower than
industry average of 72.38%.

The company requires to have effective policies to
manage and minimize the operating expenses as
well as interest expense. (Harmonic mean is used to

Excerpts from Income Statement (in Millions)
Audited

Projected

Particulars

72/73

73/74

74/75

75/76

76/77

Interest Income

21.80

86.60

124.10

153.13

174.30

Interest
Expenses

7.42

35.10

67.74

87.53

97.97

Net Int. Income

14.37

51.50

56.36

65.60

76.32

Operating Exp.

14.30

32.07

39.54

48.74

58.49

Provision for
losses

1.99

3.64

0.87

1.34

1.61

Operating
Profit

2.44

25.62

28

29.52

32.25

Net Profit

2.23

16.95

17.82

18.78

20.52

Ratios
Audited

Projected

Particulars

72/73

73/74

74/75

Net Int.
Margin

5.20%

7.63%

6.74%

6.44%

6.38%

Net Profit
Margin

10.24%

19.58%

14.36%

12.27%

11.78%

Op. Profit
Margin

11.26%

29.38%

22.57%

19.28%

18.51%

Op. Profit
Growth

-

936.63%

10.05%

5.43%

9.25%

Op. Exp.
Growth

158.47
%

124.26%

23.30%

23.27%

20%

Opt.
Exp/NII

494.02
%

99.46%

62.27%

70.16%

74.31%

-

-

9%

9%

9%

ROE %

7.79%

31.81%

20.34%

17.66%

16.17%

ROA %

0.69%

2.15%

1.76%

1.50%

1.42%

7.25

44.04

32.40

34.16

37.42

33.06%

72.50%

41.34%

33.73%

32.93%

IRS

EPS
Times Int.
Earned

75/76

76/77

measure average. SDESI and MSLB are excluded. Industry
average
is
as
of
Q4
73/74)
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Highlights from 1st Quarter 2074/75 Unaudited Report
Particulars
Paid up Capital
Reserve and Surplus
Borrowings
Deposits (Members)
Cash and Bank Balances
Loan and Advances
Fixed Assets
Profit and Loss Account
Interest Income
Interest Expense
Net Interest Inocme
Total Operating Income
Operating Profit before Provision
Provision for Possible Loss
Operating Profits
Net Profit / Tax
Ratios
Capital Fund to RWA
Non Performing Loan
Loan loss Provision to Total NPL
Cost of Funds
CD Ratio
Interest Rate
Deposits
Loan and Advances

Q1 74/75
38,500
19,317.03
616,096.92
191,218.11
191,622.55
674,001.31
7,088.12
Upto this Qtr
31,507.25
17,540.67
13,966.58
20,428.74
8,160.43
1,226.9
6,933.53
4,510.49
End of this Qtr
8.84%
0%
0%
10.14%
352.48

(figures in ‘000)
Q4 73/74
38,500
14,806.53
468,553.23
153,399.68
96,868.01
577,858.88
6,626.24
Upto Previous Qtr
86,604.39
35,100.49
51,503.9
61,155.74
29,085.05
3,640.66
25,444.39
16,944.78
End of Previous Qtr
9.19%
0%
0%
8.04%
376.7

Q1 73/74
30,800
2,087.09
307,500
64,919.57
45,415.56
358,372.93
4,561.55
13,792.31
3,851.8
9,940.51
12,337.87
6,880.33
1,248.52
5,631.81
4,225.36
End of Corres. Pv Yr
9.70%
0%
0%
7.59%
552.03%

6% - 9.5%
14% - 18%

The company has made a net profit of Rs.4.5 million in the first quarter of 2074/75, which is 6.75% higher than the
profit of corresponding period of previous year. Interest income has surged by 128.44%, however the interest
expense has increased massively by 355.39%, limiting the overall profitability. Beside the higher operating expenses
has consumed the profitability of the company. The reserves of the company have grown by 825.55% coming to the
end of first quarter of the current financial year as compared to corresponding previous year. Deposit from the
members has also increased along with the increment of the memberships. However, the growth of loan and
advances is lesser than the rising percentage of borrowings and deposits. The cost of funds has been increasing over
the period while the CD Ratio has fallen. Capital fund to RWA in the first quarter is 8.84% and is projected to be
increased ahead. Non-performing loan (NPL) is shown nil in the report which provides less riskiness of the credit by
the company.
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Valuation of Company
Relative Valuation Model - The idea underlying relative valuation is that similar assets should sell at similar prices. The
application of relative valuation is called the method of comparable. It estimates an asset’s value relative to that of another
asset (benchmark). The model helps to check whether a particular stocks is overvalued, undervalued or fairly valued in
terms of measures like earnings, book value, cash flow, sales per shares by comparing the industry multiples. Here, we
value the company based on P/E and P/B based multiples.
P/E Based Valuation
P/E ratio shows the amount investors are willing to pay
Projected
Industry P/E
EPS of
Value of
for each rupee earnings of the company.
th
Year
(As of 4 Qtr) Company
Shares
P/B ratio shows the amount investors are willing to pay
2074/75
34.85
32.40
1,129
for each rupee of company tangible assets.
The value computed as per the P/E and P/B method does
not provide much deviations and seems to be reasonable
as compared to the trading prices of the listed

2075/76

34.85

34.16

1,190

2076/77

34.85

37.33

1,301

microfinance scripts.
Therefore the share of Unnati Microfinance in the
normal secondary market is fairly to trade in the
computed value in the similar time horizon.

P/B Based Valuation
Projected
Year

Industry P/B
(As of 4th Qtr)

BVPS of
Company

Value of
Shares

2074/75

7.62

159.33

1,214

Guideline Public Company Methods: The value is

2075/76

7.62

193.49

1,475

based on the multiples of comparable public companies,
where multiples are adjusted to reflect differences in
the relative risk and growth prospects.

2076/77

7.62

230.82

1,759

We assume the following:




The Industry P/E and P/B as of 4th Quarter End 2073/74
has been used since the audited report of FY 2073/74 of
all the Microfinance Companies are not yet available.

Discount for lack of control – Nil; since the
Harmonic Mean is used to nullify the effect of outliers.
company is a public company.
MSLB and SDESI scripts are excluded since not listed.
Discount for lack of marketability – Nil; since the
We assume Industry Average to be same.
issue will be publicly listed in index.
Discount for risk – Nil; since the issue is
GPCM Valuation (‘000)
IPO and issued at par hence considered
74/75
75/76
76/77
riskless
EBITDA
28,005
29526
32261

However, the value as per GPCM is much lower
than the value computed on P/E and P/B
method. The value does not incorporate all the
principles and using EBIT instead of EBITDA is
the major constraint. Also, the use of debt
(borrowings) has positive contribution on the
value addition.
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Multipliers
Enterprise value
Market value

23.38
654,662
310,994

690,218
318,541

754,153
312,435

Per share MV (Rs.)

565

579

568

Note: The industry multiple is the ratio of Enterprise Value and
EBITDA as of 4th Quarter 73/74.
Market Price is as of the 4th Quarter end 2073/74.
Operating Profit is taken as EBITDA due to inadequate financial
figures for exact computation.
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Strength – Weakness – Opportunities – Threat (SWOT) Analysis
STENGTHS

1) Major strength is the management of the
company, where the individuals having many
years of experience and involvement in
microfinance sectors are driving the company.
2) The fundamentals of the company are
satisfactory and expected to be stronger
competitively.
3) The company has license to operate in 10
districts and already has established 28
branches, giving rise to its stronger market
holdings and increasing memberships.

OPPORTUNITIES

 Teamed by the well-known entrepreneurs
the capable
manpower,
giving the for the
1)and
There
is always
an opportunities
credibility
and
the
commitments.
company to reach its services to the greater
number of customers and members, since the
services
Insurance
on alltothethe
machinery
and
arepolicy
targeted
underprivileged
equipment
as required
the projects
and
poor section
of the for
community
andare
Nepal
expected
to
minimize
any
risk
of
project
has still quarter of its population under poverty
discontinuance or delay and lower admin
zone.
costs.
2) Besides, the company can reach to the areas
Bank strength
cannot reach.
where
Financial
of major promoters
provides comfort against contingencies
3)including
Since cost
the overrun.
poverty alleviation is the
government major priority, the policies
favouring the microfinance sectors can be
expected always.
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WEAKNESSES
1) Relatively low capital base of the company
might cost the business opportunities of the
company including the branch extension
strategy, which could affect the profitability of
the company.
2) Through the observation of the financial
statements of the company, the company
seems to be weak in management of overheads
and idle funds.

THREATS
1) Problems in banking sectors like liquidity
problems could affects the function of the
company along with intense competition
among MFIs to find the business.
2) As the paid up capital is comparatively lower
than the industry average, in case there is a
regulatory requirement of increment of paid up
capital, the company may be forced to be a part
of merger/acquisition with an established
industry player trading below its own Trading
Price (As generally perceived, microfinances
with recent IPO and lower paid up capital trades
at a higher end than already established
industry players) and at a unfavourable swap
ratio .
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Tentative allotment Module
Chapter 5, Article 30 of Securities Issue and Allotment
Guidelines 2074 provides the new process of
allotment of securities under which every valid
applicant shall be allotted 10 kitta shares on the very
first round of allotment and the round following then,
provided the kittas available are sufficient for
allotment to each eligible applicant. Otherwise, the
lottery system will be followed.
On top right is the issue and applicants details of IPO
of Support Microfinance Bittiya Sanstha Limited as per
new process. The IPO was of small size and thus
oversubscribed by more than 114 times where the
average kitta applied by total applicants was 80.54
units.

We estimate the IPO of Unnati Microfinance Bittiya
Sanstha Limited will be subscribed by nearly 225,000
valid applicants and the average kitta applied is 70
units. So, the oversubscription is likely to be 105 times.
Investors are found to be more attracted in the primary
market like IPO than in the secondary market. Almost
all the IPO shares have been oversubscribed in the
past. Besides, the waiting for the IPO of Microfinance
sector is forefront. This is because the Microfinances
are able to make the handsome profits and the average
trading prices of the Microfinances scripts are
comparatively higher than other sectors scripts.
For our forecast of 225,000 valid applicants, the
number of kittas required to satisfy all with minimum
10 kittas is 22,50,000. However, the company can only
satisfy 15,015 applicants with 10 kitta shares.
Therefore, the IPO of the company is most likely to be
allotted on lottery basis where one in approx. 15
applicants get the 10 kittas share.
It would be prudent to apply for minimum 10 kittas, since
any time(s) oversubscription would mean the allotment
of 10 kittas on lottery basis.
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Support Microfinance Bittiya Sanstha Limited
Issue Size
180,000
Staff (2%)
3,600
Mutual Funds
9,000
Public
1,67,400
Allotment Date
2074/07/23
Total Applicants
2,37,617
Valid Applicants
2,35,248
Application Range
50 – 900 units
Total Kitta Applied
19,137,864
Oversubscription
114+ times
Number of Allottees
16,740
Kittas Allotted
1,67,400
Allotment Basis
Lottery
Unnati Microfinance Bittiya Sanstha Limited
Issue Units to Public
1,50,150
Estimated Applicants
225,000
Est. Applied Kittas
15,750,000
Oversubscription
105 times
Allotment
Required Kittas
22,50,000
Available Kittas
150,150
Allotment Basis
Lottery
Number of Allottees
15,015
% Allotment
6.67%
Estimated Allotment Date
40 days
Estimated Listing Date
30 days of allotment
Estimated Trading Date
7 days of listing
As per Chapter 5, Article 29 of Securities Issue and
Allotment Guidelines, 2074, the allotment of securities
should be made within 30 days of issue if the number
of applicants is upto 2 lakhs. For applicants from 2
lakhs to 3 lakhs, allotment period is 40 days and for
applicants above 3 lakhs, allotment should be made
within 50 days.
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Industry Overview and Competitiveness
The basic objective of Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) is to provide the financial services like micro-credit, savings,
micro-insurance, remittance etc. to the deprived section of the community and uplift the standard of living. MFIs
has a huge role and potential in a country like Nepal where a high percentage of population are deprived socially
and economically. Microfinance programmes are established and promoted in Nepal with diversified method and
modalities like Grameen Banking Model, Deprived Sector Lending Model, Saving and Credit Co-operative Model,
Wholesale Lending Model etc.
To carry out the objective, MFIs borrows the money from other BFIs at cheaper rates and lend it to the needed
people. Nepal Rastra Bank has classified Microfinance as Class “D” Financial Institution.
MFIs has a huge prospects in Nepal since it can serve and
extend its services to the wide range of low income people. It
has been making a good profits which can be reflected in the
higher trading prices of its shares. Although returns are
contributed by the micro lending of the institutions, it has been
able to extends services to remittances, insurances etc.

Current situation of MFIs
Listed MFIs
Registered MFIs
National Level
1 District
1-3 District
4-10 Districts
10+5 District

33
48
21
1
2
20
4

On the other hand, microfinance can be subject to many risk
factors. Major can be the Interest rate change risk, credit risk,
operational risk etc. Also, the state of overall Banking and Financial Industry also impact the performance and
functioning of the Microfinance Institutions.
Despite the government appeal and direction, MFIs has not been able to reach its services to the weaker sections
as it should have been, due to many obstacles like poor infrastructure, geographical difficulty, no financial
awareness and ideas and initiatives among the people.

Listing of Shares of Unnati Microfinance
The book value per share of the company as of FY 2073/74 is Rs.138.46. Therefore, the listing price of the share
should be in the range of Rs.138.46 (lower range) and Rs.415.38 (upper range).

Trading Prices
The share can be expected to trade at relatively higher prices. The company has good fundamentals in its starting
phase of operation. The listed shares of the company are comparatively lower due to which supply will be low and
demand will be higher. There will be 165,000 shares of the company floating in the market and company has no
projection of increasing the capital in the coming period. However, the promoters shares i.e. to the extent of
385,000 units can be expected to float in the market after 3 years from allotment date of the public issue. This
could affect the pricing of the shares in the secondary market.
There are 5 microfinance registered in the Rupendehi districts (2 National level and 3 ‘4-10 district level, including
Unnati Microfinance). However, Unnati Microfinance enjoys being alone operated in the Padsari VDC.As a result,
competition level is low.
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Technical Analysis
Microfinance index plunged 10% in a matter of 3 weeks

Micro finance index separated from development bank index just 2 months ago which limits the trend
analysis of the microfinance sector based on microfinance index. So based on the limited data available
for analysis the trend analysis has been done. Microfinance index opened at 1832 on November 1. After
fall of 5% to 1738, this industry was able to bounce back to 1874 within the first week of December.
However, the gains were quickly erased after first week of December which took microfinance index
below than the November low. In the recent days microfinance index has been playing sideways.
Average directional index (ADX) indicator is bearish regarding this industry. –DI is above +DI this indicator
suggests that the microfinance index is down trending. Average true range (ATR) peaked and came down
which suggests that the volatility is getting thinner in this sector. Stochastic rose from oversold territory
indicating buying momentum is gaining control in the market.
Due to the limited data, technical indicators have generated mixed result regarding the current market
trend. Microfinance sector will also be driven by the overall market direction. So the general direction of
Nepse should be closely looked. Prevailing macroeconomic and political factors are influencing factors for
driving market which should not be ignored by the investors.
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RECOMMENDATION:

BUY

The IPO of Unnati Microfinance Bittiya Sanstha Limited is recommended to APPLY by the investors. The
company has been able to able to make good profits in the short period of operation along with branch
extension to 28. The reserves of the company has grown over the period. However, the projected
statements provides growth but at a slower pace which could question the competitiveness of the
company in the microfinance industry. It is important for the company to manage the expenses figures to
increase the profitability. The ownership slices is less and therefore the share could provide significant
benefits on the investments. Since, the company projects no further capital increment upto FY 2076/77
after the public issue, the company many not provide any bonus or right shares. The company may retain
significant portion of revenues for branch extension and other projects and thus provide small margin of
cash dividend. The valuation as performed provides the reasonable intrinsic values and the trading prices
in the secondary markets can be expected to be well above these values. The company is managed by
experienced personnel having years of contribution in the Microfinance industry. Beside the basic nature
of functions of Microfinances, the company also projects to provide other services like remittance to the
general public in the coming period, adding revenue sources of the company. Nevertheless, the
investment of Rs.100 in the IPO of the Microfinance are certain to be of ‘no regret’ but best investment
since they are providing benefits in the form of dividends (cash/bonus) and rights while the secondary
market prices are very lucrative which are certain to cover any cost (implicit/explicit). The investors are
recommended to apply for a minimum kittas because the allotment is highly to be on lottery basis.

Disclaimer: All of the content published on this Compendium is based on internal data, publicly published data and other available
information believed to be reliable. The information contained in this document is meant for general purposed only without warranty of any
kind. The information/data herein alone is not sufficient and shouldn’t be used for the development, analysis or implementation of an
investment strategy.
Investors should use this research as one input into formulating an investment opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited
to, the review of other. This is not an offer (or solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the securities/ instruments mentioned or an official
confirmation. Global IME Capital Limited is not responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information
contained in this report. This report does not purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units.
Investing in the stock market may have large potential risks involved in which you can lose some or all your money. You, the reader and not
Global IME Capital Ltd, are solely responsible for any losses, financial or otherwise, as a result of your investment.

Global IME Capital Limited
3rd Floor, Rastriya Naach Ghar
Jamal, Kathmandu, Nepal
Contact No:. +977-01-4222460, 4261178, 4223593
Fax No.: +977-01-4222534
Email: info@gicl.com.np
Website: www.globalimecapital.com
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